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Abstract: The paper presents development and application of an algorithm for decomposition of 
learning content into separate units for the purposes of distant learning. In accordance with the 
purpose the limiting conditions and the aims of the decomposition are defined. The computing 
complexity of the algorithm is formed. The algorithm’s programming realization could be used both in 
the development and estimation of learning plans and programs or to be included as an extension of 
existing distant learning platforms. The algorithm is partially applied into the development of new 
specialty “Software and internet technologies”. 
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I..INTRODUCTION 

One of the main problems [1] into the development and preparation of courses for distant 
learning is dividing the learning content into separate, logically connected learning units. The volume 
of the units is of great importance. It depends on lots of factors. The most important are degree of 
learning, depending on the individual qualities of the person and on the rate of learning, presence of 
regulated period for carrying out the learning process and not on last place current status of the 
person[2]. Lots of these factors are hard to be predicted and in most cases cannot be estimated. 
Therefore, in methodical point of view, the system of learning is required to be adapted according to 
the status and the possibilities of the learning person. 

Independent from the dynamics of learning, the formation of separate units, specific to each 
person, has to satisfy definite requirements: 

- The units have to include possible maximum set of strongly connected notions or facts. 
- The units should be relatively independent, i.e. to be in a complete state. The logical links 

between the units should be minimal. 
- The links between the separate learning units must follow the time direction. 
These requirements are common and do not present the specific features of the specific 

learning process and the individual characteristics of the person. 

II. .THEORETICAL FORMULATION 

The development of the theoretical formulation is based on the following prerequisites [3]: 
1. Each learning unit is consisted of set of mutually connected notions, supported by facts and 

illustrative material. 
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2. Notion, on which another notion is based, is called basic, and the connected one – 
sequence. 

3. The link between two notions is called causal link. It is directed from the basic notion to its 
sequence. 

4. The link’s direction could follow the direction of time. In this case the basic notion is 
situated before its sequence. Such a link has straight direction. 

5. Otherwise, if the sequence precedes the basic notion, the link has reverse direction. 
6. Each solution, which orders notions in a way that the links in straight direction dominate in 

a definite meaning, is called feasible solution. 
7. From methodical point of view “distance” in time between the basic notion and its 

sequence is necessary to be minimal. By indirection the distance is in proportion with the 
estimated notions, situated after the basic notion and before its sequence on the time axis. 

8. Rational solution is the one from the set of feasible solution, in which the sum of the 
distances between the basic notions and their sequences has local (in particular case - 
global) extreme. 

This theoretical formulation considers with priority the structure of learning content. All the 
following researches and obtained results are based only on its structure. The project solutions of 
forming learning units consider only the identified notions and the causal links existing between them. 

Consequently the division of the learning content into units must not be assumed as finite, but 
only as first approximation. 

III. .FORMALIZATION 

Let we, according to [4] denote with X the set of notions, included into the learning material. 
The power of the set is N and is defined by the number of notions, i.e. │X│= N. 

The set of the established causal links is denoted by U, where │U│≤ N2. 
According to [5 ] the following unambiguous relations exist: 

                            (1) 
                            (2) 

, where  is weighted coefficient of  and relatively  in accordance with , 
. The weighted coefficients are discussed in [ 6 ]. 

The incident links between the elements of X and U are formed by three-seated predicate: 
true – if  is basic notion,  is its sequence and relatively false, if 

there is no causal link between the notions. 
According to this formalization the structure of the learning content could be presented as 

finite, oriented graph G(X,U,W,F,P) with weighted vertices and arcs. 
The sum of the weights of all vertices is denoted by  

                                                                    (3) 
and in the general case presents expert estimation for the complexity of the analyzed learning 

content. 
Let us assume that presents recommended limit value for the volume of each 

learning unit. Consequently the expected number of learning units, denoted by M could be calculated. 
                                                                         (4) 

with precision to the first greater or equal integer number. 

IV. .DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM 

Let us assume that an a priori solution  is given from the set of all possible solutions, 
presenting the graph G as set of sub graphs, 

                                                   (5) 
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where 
                                          (6) 

or 
                                              (7) 

From the unambiguous relation  follows 
              (8) 

The difference   , which occurs by objective reasons presents estimation for 
“consolidation” of each learning unit to the limit volume. 

Referring to  the following considerations could be done: 
1.  is recommended, which could be assumed as learning unit with minimal 

rest of time. 
2. It is desirable that 

                                           (9) 
i.e. the learning units to be equally consolidated in time. 

3. A particular case exists, in which following the previous two requirements is not 
recommended. For example, when  as time is used about questions, answers or 
instructions for self preparation. 

Due to the discrete values of  the value M, determined by (4) is possible to be 
increased. 

The following relations are assumed in the decomposition algorithm 
                                                                          (10) 

                                                       (11) 
To some degree the two criteria are dependent as minimizing the sum of objectively obtained 

differences is prerequisite for decreasing the number of learning units. This dependence is not valid in 
the general case. 

According to (5) and in analogy with (7) the decomposition solution  determines the 
following sub sets of graph arcs: 

                                        (12) 
, where 

                                 (13) 
 - set of inner arcs 

 - set of outer arcs in straight direction 
 - set of outer arcs in reverse direction 

Taking into account the unambiguous relation (2), the following sums of weights of the inner 
and outer arcs could be calculated: 

                                 (14) 

                       (15) 
Analogically the sum of weights for the outer arcs in reverse direction (case k > m) is 

calculated. 
In summary 

                                                       (16) 
                                                                (17) 
                                                                (18) 

or 
                                                       (19) 

From the set of solutions R this one is recommended, which in conditions (17) and (18) 
determines  , i.e. as the whole sum from the weights of the outer arcs to be minimal and 
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in equal conditions the sum of the weights in straight direction to dominate over the sum from the 
weights in reverse direction. 

Assuming this treatment the algorithm for the decomposition of the graph G has to satisfy the 
following purposes: 

1. Minimizing the number of learning units and the consolidation connected to this 
according to the determined limitation. 

2. Each learning unit has to include the tightly connected notions. 
3. The connections between the separate units must be decreased to the possible minimum. 
4. The solution has to determine dominating links in straight direction in comparison to the 

links in reverse direction. 
In preliminary estimation the development of decomposition algorithm, satisfying to 

maximum extent the defined purposes is hard to be realized in practice due to the following factors: 
- Some of the purposes are mutually contradictory, for example the consolidation of the 

learning units can cause increase of the outer links. 
- Each change of the places of the vertices with the purpose of decreasing the arcs in 

straight direction can cause inaccessible increase of the arcs in reverse direction. 
- The tight connection of the graph can cause insignificant improvement of the intermediate 

results and so on. 
Independent from the complexity of the problem, caused by the presence of the limiting 

condition  and the connected requirements (10) and (11), as well as the defined purposes (16), (17) 
and (18) is proposed algorithm for decomposition from the class of rational solutions. The algorithm is 
based on operation , which mutually changes the places of the two vertices. Each preorder of 
the vertices determines new solution. 

In summary the algorithm includes execution of the following points: 
1. Introducing the graph G(X,U,W,F,P) with quality estimation of the elements of the sets and 

relatively the limiting condition . 
2. Locating the vertices of the graph in linear sequence in accordance with the assigned 

number (index). 
3. Executing the algorithm [3] for reordering the vertices in dependence to the choice of one 

of the three criteria: 
- Local minimum of the sum of the arcs in straight and reverse direction. 
- Local minimum of the sum of the arcs in straight direction. 
- Local minimum of the sum of the arcs in reverse direction. 
4. Finding initial solution  (5) in case of satisfied restriction , defined M and 

relatively: 
  for  

5. For each m ∈ {1,2,…M-1} are explored the adjacent pairs the sub graphs  in 
sequence. For this purpose: 
5.1. The sub sets ⊂ X are sorted according to the weights of the included 

vertices, as follows:  in descending and  in ascending order. 
5.2. According to  and  of the vertex  is determined the range of the 

vertices of , which do not violate the limiting condition  
5.3. Analogically, according to  and  of the vertex  is determined 

the range of the vertices of , which do not violate limiting condition. 
5.4. For each pair of vertices  and  from the obtained ranges are 

calculated the sums of the weights of arcs in straight, reverse and in both directions 
(according to preliminary chosen rule). The calculations are performed before and 
after applying the operation . 

5.5. If applying the operation  satisfies the defined purposes the result is accepted 
as a new solution. Otherwise the next pair of vertices is processed. 

6. The algorithm stops when the state m = M is reached. 
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V. .ESTIMATION OF THE CALCULATING COMPLEXITY 

For heuristic determination of the calculating complexity of the proposed decomposition 
algorithm the following is assumed: 

- Equal distribution of the power of the sub sets of the vertices, forming the subgraphs: 
                                                        (20) 

- If the structure interpretation of the learning material approaches to full graph, then the 
number of the inner arcs is  and the outer arcs relatively , 

- or  the number of inner arcs is  with precision to 1 and the outer arcs 
relatively  

- Sorting each sub graph by the method Bubble sort has extent of  for comparisons and 
changes. 

- The total number of analyzed pairs adjacent sub graphs is М-1 in case of one iteration or 
totally М(М-1). 
Consequently the total quantity of the operations comparison will be in the degree of 

, and number of changes will be 4N. After performing the changes is obtained: 
                                                                    (21) 

The necessary operations of the sum type have the same degree. 

VI. .RESULTS  

The programming realization [7,8] of the decomposition algorithm is partially used in the 
development of learning plan for the discipline “Software and internet technologies”. In technological 
aspect the following sequence of actions is performed: 

1. The subject area is defined, as well as the purposes and relatively the tasks of the learning. 
2. A scheduled plan of the specialty is developed, including determined number of 

disciplines. 
3. For each discipline learning program is developed, including determined number of 

lectures. 
4. The link between each pair of lectures from each pair of disciplines is established (fig. 1). 

The weight of the link is formed in expert way. 

 
Figure 1. Fragment of the learning plan of the specialty and found causal links of the discipline 

“Technology of software production”  
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5. On this basis is developed the summarized graph of the specialty. 
6. It is known from the carried research, that in the initial variant exist causal links in reverse 

direction between separate notions. 
7. Partial optimization of the learning schedule according to the order of the disciplines and 

the volume of the included lectures is performed. 
 

The developed algorithm and its programming realization could be used independently in the 
development and exploration of learning plans and programs. Modifying the limiting conditions, the 
decomposition allows dosing the learning units to a known degree. This makes possible the inclusion 
of the programming realization as an extension of the known platforms for performing distant 
learning. 

VII. .CONCLUSION 

The paper presents the development of theoretically based algorithm for decomposition of 
finite, directed graph with weighted coefficients of the vertices and the arcs. The decomposition 
solution has application in determination of learning units for the purposes of distant learning. This 
allows development and exploration of the causal links between the disciplines in a learning plan. In 
practice the algorithm is partially applied in the development of learning plan for the specialty 
“Software and internet technologies”.  

In case of modified limiting conditions the decomposition algorithm allows adaption of the 
learning process to the individual abilities of the person. 
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